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1. Introduction

Cosmic ray antinuclei fluxes play an important role in the indirect search for dark matter.
While dark matter annihilations typically mostly induce W-rays and light leptons, in rare cases
antinucleons with small relative momentum form and bind together into an antinucleus. Excitingly,
the astrophysical background of antinuclei stemming from the scattering of cosmic ray protons or
helium on the interstellar matter carries a similar or even stronger suppression compared to the
dark matter signal [1, 2]. Therefore, the discovery of a single cosmic ray antinucleus could already
provide evidence for dark matter annihilation [3, 4].

A particularly promising target is the cosmic ray antideuteron flux. In the low-energy range
the specificity of the dark matter signal is high and the flux is potentially detectable [4]. Significant
satellite- [5] and balloon-based [6] efforts to detect these antideuterons are ongoing. In the case of
antihelium, on the other hand, it seemed that neither dark matter annihilation nor astrophysics can
lead to a flux within the sensitivity of present experiments [1, 7–13].

In this light, the tentative detection of O(10) antihelium events at the Alpha Magnetic Spec-
trometer (AMS-02) [14, 15] appeared particularly surprising and has triggered speculations about
more exotic sources like primordial antimatter clouds [11]. However, we realized [16] that the dark
matter-induced antihelium flux could be orders of magnitude larger than previously estimated. The
key observation is that intermediate Λ̄1 decays, which frequently occur in dark matter annihilation,
can strongly boost the antihelium formation.

The Λ̄1-contribution, which has been entirely missed in the previous literature, can be decisive
due to the 5.6 GeV rest mass and the antibaryon number of Λ̄1. These two properties allow for a
surprisingly high decay rate of Λ̄1 into three antinucleons with small relative momentum, which
then efficiently merge into antihelium. Intriguingly, because the so-produced antinuclei inherit the
Lorentz boost of the Λ̄1, they automatically obtain the large center-of-mass momenta necessary to
fit the AMS-02 signal [14, 15].

2. Calculation of Antinucleus Injection Spectra

In order to determine antideuteron and antihelium spectra we employ a Monte Carlo approach
and apply the event-by-event coalescence model [8, 9, 17–19]. Antinucleus formation requires the
momenta of the antinucleons in their center-of-mass frame to be smaller than ?2/2 (antideuteron) or
21/6?2/2 (antihelium-3, antitriton), where ?2 denotes the coalescence momentum.1 Additionally,
we require all antinucleons to descend from the same interaction vertex. In contrast to previous
analyses [8, 9, 12] which rejected all antinucleons from displaced vertices, our condition enables
displaced antinucleus formation if all antinucleons come from the same displaced vertex. For this
reason antihelium from Λ̄1 decays is correctly included in our analysis, while it has been missed
previously.

Dark matter annihilations are simulated with the Monte Carlo generators Pythia (version
8.2) [20] and Herwig (version 7.2) [21]. In the default configuration Pythia underestimated the
Λ̄1-production ratio by a factor of ∼ 3 compared to LEP data 5 (1 → Λ1) = 0.1+0.04

−0.03 [22, 23].

1Our coalescence condition for antihelium differs by 21/6 compared to [8]. We chose our convention such that the
definition of ?2 agrees between the event-by-event and the analytic coalescence model (see [16]).
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Figure 1: Antihelium injection spectrum (per annihilation) for jj → 1̄1 with <j = 67 GeV. The prompt
and Λ̄1-induced contributions are shown separately.

Therefore we also consider a Pythia model (denoted “Λ1-tune") with an increased diquark formation
parameter (probQQtoQ) to match LEP data.2 Herwig offers the option to perform Λ1 decays with
the �-physics tool EvtGen, which we also consider. The choice of our four different Monte
Carlo implementations allows us to access the relevant systematic uncertainties associated with
antinucleus formation.

For the determination of ?2 we employ the antideuteron formation in /-decays measured at
ALEPH [26], and the antihelium spectra in ??-collisions at ALICE [27] (see [16]). The obtained
antideuteron and antihelium coalescence momenta are listed separately for our four Monte Carlo
configurations in Table 1.

channel Pythia Pythia Λ̄1-tune Herwig Herwig+EvtGen
antideuteron 215+19

−23 MeV 124+11
−13 MeV 201+20

−24 MeV 201+20
−24 MeV

antihelium 239+25
−30 MeV 138+13

−16 MeV 215+25
−30 MeV 215+25

−30 MeV

Table 1: Coalescence momenta for antideuteron and antihelium formation.

We then calculate the antideuteron and antihelium injection spectra induced by dark matter
annihilation. For a specific benchmark we choose a dark matter candidate with of <j = 67 GeV
which annihilates into 1̄1with a cross section of 〈fE〉 = 2·10−26cm3s−1. This particular candidate is
motivated by the galactic center gamma ray excess [28] and the antiproton excess [29]. Furthermore,
a standard NFW profile with local density 0.38 GeV cm−3 is assumed [30].

We are especially interested in the antinucleus contribution induced by Λ̄1 decays which
manifests at high energy since the antinucleus inherits the boost of the Λ̄1. In the case of antideuteron
we observe that the prompt production at the initial vertex dominates. However, the displaced

2It was speculated that the increase of probQQtoQ which also enhances antinucleon production could lead to an
overestimation of antihelium production in Pythia [24]. This is, however, not the case since we adjust antinucleus spectra
to observed data through the choice of the coalescence momentum, i.e. the offset in the normalization of antinucleon
spectra is effectively corrected for [25].
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component from Λ̄1 decays adds a high-energy peak to the spectrum which contributes between a
few percent and one third to the total flux depending on the Monte Carlo implementation.3

In the case of antihelium the effect is even far more striking. In Figure 1 we depict the
prompt and Λ̄1-induced antihelium injection spectrum in Pythia for the benchmark dark matter
model. It can be seen that Λ̄1 baryons are responsible for two thirds of the antihelium nuclei and
entirely dominate the high-energy spectrum. In the Pythia Λ1-tune and in Herwig+EvtGen, the Λ̄1

contribution is even larger. Only in default Herwig antihelium from Λ̄1 is very suppressed since the
cluster hadronization algorithm suppresses multi-antinucleon final states in the regime of a narrow
phase space.

3. Antideuteron Flux

In order to calculate the resulting antinuclei fluxes, we employ a standard two-zone diffusion
model fit to cosmic ray data [31–33]. Solar modulation is included through an improved force-field
description [34].

The antideuteron flux for the benchmark darkmattermodel is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.
We observe that Λ̄1 decays add an exciting new high-energy signature which can potentially be
probed at AMS-02. While the Λ̄1-peak may occur slightly above the AMS-02 energy window for
<j = 67 GeV, it can easily be moved inside by considering a smaller dark matter mass.

4. Antihelium Flux

The antihelium flux (right panel of Figure 2) is entirely dominated by the Λ̄1-contribution for
every model except the Herwig Monte Carlo implementation. As in the case of antideuterons, the
new signature occurs at high energy () ∼ 10 GeV/n). Since the AMS-02 sensitivity is larger in this
range the impact of Λ̄1 on the projected antihelium events is even stronger than on the integrated
flux. In the default Pythia implementation 0.1 antihelium events per 10 years are predicted at
AMS-02 compared to 0.007 without the Λ̄1 contribution. For Herwig+EvtGen and the Pythia
Λ1-tune, the antihelium signal is even enhanced by a factor ∼ 100 and reaches 0.3 and 0.9 events
respectively.

While the estimated dark matter signal is still somewhat smaller compared to the tentative
observation of O(10) antihelium events, the significant increase to antihelium production motivates
the careful analysis of Λ1 physics. Given the large variations in Br(Λ̄1 → He) between event
generators, it is conceivable that the true antihelium flux even lies above the range obtained in this
work. Moreover, several additional mechanisms (e.g., Alfvénic reacceleration [36]) could further
enhance the antihelium flux. Finally, we find that a further increase of the antihelium events by a
factor of a few can be achieved in dark matter models with light mediators which decay to 1̄1 [16].

5. Conclusion and Outlook

In contrast to previous work, we have shown that dark matter annihilations can produce a
detectable antihelium flux. Our model does not invoke any exotic physics, rather it properly

3The decay of �-mesons also contributes to the high-energy peak.
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Figure 2: Antideuteron (left panel) and antihelium flux (right panel) from dark matter annihilation with
〈fE〉 = 2 × 10−26 cm3/B for several Monte Carlo implementations. The AMS-02 and GAPS antideuteron
sensitivities [6] and the AMS-02 antihelium sensitivity [35] are also shown.

accounts for the antihelium formation from intermediate Λ̄1 decays. The Λ̄1 contribution to the
antihelium flux entirely dominates the high-energy spectrum and increases the antihelium signal at
AMS-02 by up to a factor ∼ 100.

Our results are produced by leading algorithms such as Pythia and EvtGen. However, it is
notable that standard Herwig analyses produce a negligible antihelium flux from Λ̄1 decay. While
all otherMonte Carlo implementations support a drastic enhancement of the antihelium flux through
Λ̄1, the exact strength of the effect varies among them.

Our work, therefore, strongly motivates a dedicated experimental program to measure the
branching ratio Br(Λ̄1 → He). From inclusive bottom production rates at the LHC [37] we can
estimate an O(0.1 nb) cross section for the process ?? → Λ̄1 → He which is likely testable at the
LHC. The prospect of connecting an antihelium signal at AMS-02 to an accelerator measurement
of Λ̄1 → He is extremely exciting.
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